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The challenge of the city

C

ities are the places of the future. Worldwide, more and more people are moving
to the city. As of 2008 already more people are living in the city than outside.
One can argue whether this is a good development or not. However, the fact is
that cities will keep growing, as they are the centres of economy, dynamics and human
creativity. Therefore, solutions for problems will eventually also come from cities. The city
is also the place where architecture flowers. The city is the architect’s primary habitat and
most common field of activity. Architecture owes its existence to the city, and vice versa.
The most remarkable, exceptional, and impressive architecture can usually be found in
cities.
But as kind as the city is to architecture, it doesn’t always make things easy for
architects, builders, and clients. Restrictions and rules can make building difficult, and the
denseness of urban living sets other requirements than suburbia, such as sound insulation
and fire safety, areas in which Reynaers has plenty of experience.
The challenges and opportunities presented by the city – on an
economic, social, and individual level – surface in the built form.
It’s precisely in this combination of complications and chances that
architecture is at its best.
The city is a collective product, as is each building, in the city
or outside it. In that sense, realising a building in or next to a city
is a collective achievement in more ways than one, and it’s an
achievement to which Reynaers is proud to contribute.

Erik Rasker
Chief Technical Officer Reynaers Aluminium
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The Reynaers Extranet will give
you access to specific technical
information and background
information on various themes such
as sustainability, local standards
and regulations, test reports and
many other interesting topics.
We have also developed some

easy-to-use tools such as the
U-calculation tool, which can help you
in your daily projects.
www.reynaers-extranet.com
For more inspiration on building and
renovating, please also visit us at
www.alu-inspiration.com
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Sports architecture for EURO 2012 in Ukraine
Ukraine (Ua) — Large-scale
sporting events are becoming
more and more important for
cities. Cities compete with each
other to host the Olympic Games
and international football championships. The large numbers of
people attending and the global
media attention make these
sorts of events the ultimate form
of city marketing. The architecture of stadiums and other buildings is increasingly being used
as a way to create an appealing
image. At the same time, the
construction of the necessary
infrastructure, multifunctional

sport facilities, and accommodation for athletes creates an
opportunity to give an impulse
to a large urban region.
This is also the case in Ukraine,
which together with Poland
hosted the 2012 European Football Championship this summer.
Reynaers was involved in three
of the four Ukrainian stadium
projects: the renovation of the
Olympic National Sports Complex in Kiev and Metalist Stadium
in Kharkov and the construction
of a new stadium in Lviv.
The new Arena Lviv with a
capacity of 30,000 persons,

was built specially for this event.
The construction of this modern
complex, designed by the Viennese architect Albert Wimmer,
has been taken as the starting
point for a much larger urban
development project intended to
put Lviv on the map as a sports
city. Projects include the completely renovated airport, new
railways, and hotels.
The stadium’s freely shaped
metal façades make it stand
out, as does the large, inviting
staircase which makes a welcoming gesture to visitors. Reynaers
Aluminium systems were used

on all façades and entrances,
as well as in the luxury boxes
of floor-to-ceiling glass for the
president and VIPs and in the
administrative and media rooms.
In designing stadiums, safety is
just as important as a good view
of the field. In Lviv, the evacuation doors have been equipped
with anti-panic systems in
line with UEFA fire prevention
standards. The atrium windows
are equipped with an anti-fire
gravitational system, allowing
them to be opened quickly. In addition, insulation requirements
also needed to be taken into
account. On the sunny side of
the stadium, glass with improved
thermal insulation (Ug - 1,1 W/m²K)
was used, while in the interior
and in the media room, glass
with improved transparency
(82% light transmission) was
utilised. All the units were in-

stalled in Reynaers systems
CW 50 and CS 77, which meet
UEFA thermal insulation standards.

ARENA-LVIV
Architect: Albert Wimmer ZT Gmbh, Arnika,
Ukrdesigngroup
General contractor: Altkom, Kyiv
Fabricator: Ekran, Lviv
Reynaers systems: CW 50, CS 77
Olympic National Sports Complex, Kyiv
Architect: GMP, Hamburg
General contractor: Ak Engineering, Kyiv
Fabricator: InvestMasterStroy, Kyiv
Reynaers systems: CW 50-HI, CS 77-BP,
CS 77-AP, Eco system
Oblast Sports Complex ‘Metalist’, Kharkiv
Architect: Kharkiv project institute
Fabricator: Stroitelnaya initsyativa, KronaKharkiv Reynaers systems: CW 50, CS 59,
CS 68
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Compact design
Changé (FR) — Increasingly, city
centres as well as suburban areas are seeing the construction
of compact buildings housing
multiple functions, motivated by
considerations of sustainability.
This makes it possible to improve
the internal organisation, reduce
construction costs and the environmental footprint. The building in the commune of Changé
(4 km from Laval), designed
by Colboc Franzen & Associés
architects for the accounting
group Fiteco and housing both
the Fiteco headquarters and a
local branch office, is a good
example of this strategy. Initially,
the idea was to build two distinct
buildings on this site. However,
city regulations allowed only
for two small buildings with a
big car park. So the architects
convinced the client to build one
big building of about 2000 m².
The interior of the office has

been organised according to a
strict 60-cm pattern which
allows flexible use over time,
adding to the project’s sustainable character. The design of the
façade adds a whimsical element
to this rational approach thanks
to Reynaers system
CW 86-VEC. This façade consists
of mirror-polished stainless steel
cladding sheets installed at an
angle and glass panels enclosed
in the CW 86-VEC profiles. The
steel and glass reflect the
surrounding nature and the everchanging light so that building
and surroundings, architecture
and city dissolve into each other.
Fiteco office building
Architect: Colboc Franzen & Associés,
Paris Client/investor: Fiteco group
Fabricator: Serru, Château Gontier
Reynaers systems: CW 86-VEC

reason, the ‘slim line’
CS 24-SL renovation
system was used, an
extra narrow profile
which is ideal for buildings which originally
contained steel window
frames. Because of
the particularly cold
climate, the profile’s
standard thermal
insulation was insufficient, and the façade
openings were given
double glazing with an
air cavity in between.
The Reynaers system
was used on both the
inside and outside of
dome windows. The
original steel windows

dating from the early
20th century have been
maintained and
renovated only in the
interior of the lower
levels, as a reminder of
the past.

Debbie De Brauwer

Kronshtadt (RU) — The
Morskoy Cathedral of
St Nicholas, one of the
biggest churches in
Russia, is a UNESCO
World Heritage Site.
The church, built in 1913
in the Neo-Byzantine
style by the architect
Vasily Kosyakov, was
completely renovated
last year. Reynaers provided the entire church
with new aluminium
window frames.
One of the most important requirements was
that the architectonic
line of the elegantly
arched windows should
be preserved. For this

Dmitry Babanin

Careful renovation

Low-energy housing complex
Vorst (BE) — The new residential district of Bervoets, built in
a sylvan environment outside
Brussels, is a model of sustainable town planning. This is
due first of all to the district’s
attractive, timeless layout: the
239 residences and ten ateliers
are spread over nine buildings
and look out on three internal
tree-planted squares, generous
and inviting public spaces where

residents can encounter one
another. There are no cars on
the street – they are all in one of
three underground car parks.
Sustainability and progressiveness also characterise the technologies which have been used
in building the district. Electricity
and warmth for heating and hot
water are produced by means
of cogeneration, resulting in
significant energy savings. The

The Morskoy Cathedral
of St Nicholas
Architect: Obolyanskiy A.,
Saint-Petersburg Fabricator:
CAC (Современные
Архитектурные Системы)
Modern Architectural Systems,
Saint-Petersburg Reynaers
systems: CS 24-SL
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residences have excellent insulation, of course, partly because of
the use of green roofs, and they
are also triple glazed and utilise
a heat recovery ventilation
system. The doors and windows,
made with CS 86-HI, one of
Reynaers’ most energy efficient
systems, were subjected to a
blower door test (EN 13829) to
ensure that they are completely
air tight. Something completely
new are the roofs which act as
storm drains. Together with the
green roofs, these roofs catch
rainwater and slow its flow to
the sewage system, preventing
problems with overflow.
Housing complex Bervoets
Architect: YATLAOL 55 (Y+Y, Atlante,
Atelier 55, Eole) Client: Bervoets Real
Estate (Pargesy, Dexia Bank & Immo Bam)
Contractor: THV Kumpen-CEI-De Meyer
Fabricator: Couwenbergh & Schellens
Aluminium NV, Weelde Reynaers systems:
CS 86-HI
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THE CITY IS THE SPATIAL THEME WHICH WILL
BE OF THE GREATEST IMPORTANCE IN THE
FUTURE. THERE‘S A VERY GOOD REASON
WHY THE THEME OF THE 5TH INTERNATIONAL
ARCHITECTURE BIENNALE ROTTERDAM WAS
THE EXPRESSIVE MAKING CITY: NO CITIES, NO
FUTURE. THE FIGURES SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES.
CITIES HAVE EXPERIENCED EXPONENTIAL
GROWTH OVER THE PAST TWO HUNDRED
YEARS, GROWTH WHICH SHOWS NO SIGN OF
SLOWING DOWN. IN 1800, 3% OF THE GLOBAL
POPULATION LIVED IN CITIES; IN 1950 THIS
WAS 30% AND IN 2006 IT WAS MORE THAN
50%. IT IS EXPECTED THAT BY 2050, MORE
THAN SEVEN BILLION PEOPLE, OUT OF AN
ESTIMATED GLOBAL POPULATION OF NINE
BILLION, WILL LIVE IN CITIES.
Text: Kirsten Hannema
Photography: Shuna Lydon, Kiril Konstantinov, City Hall Oostkamp,
Getty Images/ EschCollection
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PEOPLE AROUND THE WORLD ARE DRAWN TO CITIES
LIKE IRON TO A MAGNET. BIG CITIES MEAN BIGGER
OPPORTUNITIES – FOR WORK, FOR A BETTER STANDARD OF
LIVING, AND FOR A MORE INTERESTING LIFESTYLE

How can administrators, policy-makers, politicians, market parties, designers, and citizens
understand something as huge and as apparently
chaotic and incomprehensible as the city? And
what does urban development mean for Reynaers in terms of things like acoustics, fire safety,
energy use, and sustainability?
According to the British theoretical physicist
Geoffrey West, a scientific approach is necessary
in order to properly understand and control the
city and the future. In 2002 he began researching
data on cities from all over the world – everything
from the number of petrol stations, coffee shops,
and murders to residents’ personal income levels
– and reached a remarkable conclusion. When the
size of a city doubles, the income, consumption,
and productivity all increase by about 15 percent.
This explains why people around the world
are drawn to cities as iron to a magnet. Big cities
mean bigger chances – for work, for a better exist-

ence, for a bigger, more interesting life.
Cities are responsible for 90% of our wealth. And
apparently, the bigger the city, the bigger share of
the wealth each resident has on average.
CONSEQUENCES
Of course there are two sides to this story.
West also discovered that when a city’s population doubles, it’s not just the wealth and innovation which show a 15% increase. Crime, pollution,
and illness increase at the same rate. Rampant
urbanisation creates major socio-economic and
ecological problems.
It’s clear that if cities continue to grow unchecked, these problems will get out of control.
It’s also clear that cities will need to be the ones to
find solutions for the major issues of the twentyfirst century. This is because cities are also the
source of human creativity and innovation, leading to an increase in wealth. As the organisation of
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the International Architecture Biennale Rotterdam
states on its website, ‘... our cities can only take us
to a better future if we do a better job of designing, planning and governing them.’
But what is better? Scientists, designers and
politicians are engaged in conversations about
where the focus of urban innovations should be. ‘I
have no doubt that the city is where it will be happening in the future,’ says Alexander D’Hooghe,
associate professor of Architectural Urbanism at
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT).
‘But there’s a misunderstanding as to what is
contained in the city. Usually it’s reduced to its
historic centre. Architects are obsessed with ultraurbanism and denseness. “Condensing” seems to
have become a sort of synonym for “sustainable
construction”. But the capacity of the existing urban web is limited. And in all honesty, it’s easy to
say that we should all be living close together, but
seventy or eighty percent of people don’t want to

live that way and choose to live in an environment
with more space, more greenness, and more quiet
– in other words, in the suburbs. That’s why I think
we are heading towards a mixture of the city and
the countryside. That will be the trend: continuing
to build up the edges, the remaining areas. That is
the city of the future.’
SUSTAINABLE PERSPECTIVE
This is a very different idea than the typical
image we have of metropolitan cities like
London, New York, or Peking, cities which are
associated with skyscrapers, iconic buildings,
and large city parks. These are the cities we all
want to go to. But the current development which
D’Hooghe sees is taking place in the gradually
changing and condensing urban corridors, where
green zones transform into asphalt while the density of the average four-storey building doubles or
triples.

FOCUS
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D’Hooghe recognises that this does not make
for an attractive city. But it is reality. Urban developers and architects have the responsibility to
develop a sustainable perspective for these areas,
for which there are no overarching plans, and to
create new typologies for the less compact city.
D’Hooghe sees three important themes in this:
first, the development of enclaves, ‘cities within
the city’ which have a specific identity and meet
the needs of a specific target group; second, the
design and re-use of the many ‘big boxes’ found in
the suburbs – big, flat buildings which were originally built as distribution centres or shops (such
as IKEA); and third, the integration of architecture
and infrastructure – the crucial connecting element in the modern city.
D’Hooghe also sees a clear task for Reynaers in this urban context. ‘Reynaers could act
on the specific needs for bringing daylight deep
into large buildings without losing energy.’ An
illustration of this technology can be found in the
Sopharma Litex Towers in Sofia, Bulgaria (see
page 46). In D’Hooghe’s opinion, one eloquent ex-

Large windows
and glazed
partition walls
allow daylight
to reach far into
the interior of a
building
4

ample of the suburban architecture of the future
is the municipal hall completed this year in the
Belgian municipality of Oostkamp. It’s a typical
‘big box’ which was transformed and given a light,
cloud-like interior by the Spanish architect Carlos
Arroyo.
MEASURES
Erik Rasker, Reynaers’ Chief Technology Officer, also predicts new developments in terms of
acoustics, fire safety, and sustainable construction. ‘Whenever buildings are constructed with
greater density, whether in the city centre or the
suburbs, this means it’s necessary to look extra
carefully at the fire safety requirements. This
is true both within a single large building and
between different buildings.’ According to Rasker,
the theme of acoustics is of primary importance
around airports, major traffic axes, and park
and ride centres. ‘But more and more often, we
are developing separate products for specific
projects and fine-tuning them in our acoustics
test lab.’

A former distribution centre in
Oostkamp (Belgium)
gained a new
cloudlike interior
4

MUNICIPALITY OOSTKAMP
Architect: Carlos Arroyo, Madrid
Fabricator: Allaert Aluminium, Harelbeke
Reynaers systems: CW 50 (curved),
CS 68, CP 130-LS
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Reynaers has placed importance on sustainability for a long time, and the carbon footprint is
of course an important criterion. Erik Rasker says,
‘Aluminium is a very strong material which can be
recycled almost indefinitely. But the use phase is at
least as important – we’re talking about buildings
which have to last for fifty years or more. During
that period, we want our products to contribute as
much as possible to energy savings while making
the best possible use of solar heat and daylight.’
In terms of cities, Rasker would like to see more
integrated cooperation between urban developers,
architects, landscape architects, and producers.
‘What usually happens now is that energy use is
examined per building. At the end of the trajectory, those products are selected which best fit
the building. But the potential interaction between
buildings and the related infrastructure is ignored.
There are definite profits to be gained in looking
at a complete urbanisation trajectory in the long
term. We would like to get in at the start of this
trajectory in order to help think of solutions which
will enable flexible, sustainable use over time.’

OLYMPIC VILLAGE
In London, where Reynaers was involved in
the construction of the Olympic Village, this is
already a reality. The sustainable reuse of the
entire property, which will be converted into a
new residential district after the Olympics are
finished, was one of the most important goals of
the London organisation from the beginning. The
Village will first house the athletes participating
in the Olympics, then the athletes participating in
the Paralympic Games, and finally London families. ‘The tilt-turn windows in the buildings have to
meet the requirements of all three target groups
in terms of accessibility and ease of use. This is
just one example of how Reynaers can contribute
to sustainable urbanisation.’ Because of marketing restrictions imposed by the Olympics organisation, we will inform you on this project in a later
edition of Report.’

WE WANT OUR PRODUCTS TO CONTRIBUTE AS MUCH AS
POSSIBLE TO ENERGY SAVINGS WHILE MAKING THE BEST
POSSIBLE USE OF SOLAR HEAT AND DAYLIGHT
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Dalston
Square
London,
United Kingdom
Text:
Isabelle Priest
Photography:
Nick Short
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A large-scale
urban renewal
project

W

hat has happened to Dalston?
Twenty years ago local historian Patrick Wright wrote
nostalgically in “A Journey Through Ruins:
The Last Days of London” of a disappearing Dalston. A Dalston where property and
possessions were porous and where time
seemed to have slowed down or stopped
altogether. Shops were stuck in the 1950s
and people ambled without purpose, but
they helped each other. In the final paragraphs of the chapter, called Around the
World in 300 Yards, Wright warns of a sea
change encroaching on Dalston’s community where buy-to-lets house a transient
population.
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Wright may have got his final predictions
wrong, but definitely change has come to
Dalston, and Londoners hear about this place
on the Overground in East London more and
more. Priced out of Brick Lane, Spitalfields
and Shoreditch, Dalston is increasingly the
home to the city’s hipsters, and so now yuppie bistros and altruistic community gardens
sit alongside workmen’s cafes and builders’
merchants. There is a fight taking place here,
and it is yet to see who wins.
There is, however, a visionary scheme
planned for Dalston’s built environment and
demographic. Part of this scheme began in
physical form in 2007 with Phase 1 of Dalston
Square – an urban regeneration programme
instigated by Hackney Council and the London
Development Agency and realised through
Barratt Homes. A total of 553 dwellings are
being built, many already complete, in three
phases at the crossroad of Kingsland Road
and Dalston Lane next to a new station. In
addition to these residences, the development
has incorporated a 3,200 m² public library,
2,650 m² of commercial floor space and 525
m² of community space around a 4,300 m²
landscaped public square.
The public square is hence the focus of
the development and the mid to high-rise
buildings run alongside its north-south route.
Phase 1, Dalston Lane South, designed by

2
Winter gardens
project from the
west façade overlooking the public
square (construction of phase 1)
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With Dalston Square, an urban regeneration
programme, a total of 553 dwellings are being
built in three phases

18

2
The balconies
are fitted with
sliding doors
from the CP 130
range (construction of phase 2)
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Arup Associates was completed in 2010 and
comprises 244 new apartments. Robin Gimblett of Goddard Manton Architects who were
appointed to assist with all phases explains
that the building ‘emphasises the solidity of a
brick façade building, where window openings
are punched into the brick skin. The unusual
feature is the winter gardens, which project
from the west façade overlooking the public
square. The rhythm and pattern of vertical
and horizontal framing is created using colour
(light and dark).’ Reynaers products have been
used across the whole site. The winter gardens,
however, are the most interesting use. Here,
the CW 50 curtain walling system has been
combined with fixed glazing and fixed timber
louvers. CW 50 allows a maximum penetration
of light into the building and offers unlimited
creative freedom. The GP 51, an innovative sliding glass system, was used for the balconies.
At ground level the CW 50 system has been
used for both the shop fronts and the library

in addition to fixed glass and some glazed-in
opening lights.
Meanwhile McAslan and Partners designed
Phase 2, Dalston Junction Interchange. Here
the architects designed four joined towers,
three six-storey and one nine-storey, with balconies split into four bays that stretch the façade facing east over the public square or west
towards Kingsland Road. The balcony, with its
glazed balustrade, is reached through sliding
patio doors chosen from Reynaers’ CP 130
system range. Otherwise the building is constructed from white coloured glass reinforced
cement (GRC) panels and timber cladding to
give the outdoor space a more homely feel.
The final phase of the project is an infill block
of 32 units due for completion in 2013.
The size of the scheme is indisputably
large and its impact upon a struggling community cannot be underestimated. It is hard,

20
Dalston square:
1. 	Dalston Lane
South - Apartments
2.	Dalston Junction –
Station and bus
interchange
3. 	Dalston Junction –
Apartments

2
Façades of
the apartment
buildings

2
The Glass
Patio GP 51
has been
used for the
balconies

4

Dalston Lane

1

Beechwood Road

Dalston Square

2

3
Kingslan

d Road

however, to tell in which favour the Dalston
Square project works. In any case, it is creating a new good quality and vibrant public open
streetscape that encourages pedestrian and
cycle movement with attractive residential opportunities that sell out in minutes and do help
meet some of the local authority’s key housing
and urban environment policy targets.
Dalston Square
Architect: Goddard Manton Architects, Arup Associates
Investor: Barratt Homes
Fabricator: M Price
Reynaers systems: CS 86-HI, GP 51, CW 50, CP 155, CP 130
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The rhythm and pattern of vertical and horizontal
framing is created using colour (light and dark)

project
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PIERRES
VIVES
Montpellier,
France
Text: Sophie Roulet
Photography:
Hélène Binet

Curtain walls
for interplanetary
spacecraft
23

B

ritish-Iraqi architect Zaha Hadid, the
first woman to win the prestigious
Pritzker Architecture Prize in 2004,
loves complexity, as is borne out by her
outstanding creation in Montpellier called
‘Pierres Vives’ (Living Stones). This impressive ship of a building, measuring 200
metres long and 25 metres tall and, with its
sloping façades, resembling something out
of a science fiction film, is designed to house
the archives, a media library and offices of
‘Hérault Sport’ association for the Hérault
department.

24

‘Pierres Vives’ sits at the heart of the
eponymous new district northwest of the
city of Montpellier in the Hérault department
of southern France, as a bold architectural
statement for the region. ‘The project’s three
component parts are merged into a shape resembling a horizontal tree trunk. The branches
project out from the trunk to allow access
to different areas of the monolithic, glass
encased building,’ explains project architect
Stephane Hof. This fallen ‘tree of knowledge’ is
a constructional tour de force, as evidenced by
its imposing size and its spectacular façades
consisting of over one thousand large precast
concrete modules which echo the flow of the
column-beam structure. Extending between
these complexly shaped elements, assembled
like a 3D puzzle, is a system of curtain walls
fitted with Reynaers CW 70 aluminium profiles,
a bespoke solution based on the existing
CW 50 system. Painstaking studies are called
for when developing the façades due to the
constraints imposed on their assembly by
the different, intricately cut, concrete shells.
Stephane Hof: ‘The interesting aspect of this
solution is that we used standard profiles and,
by bending them, created a specific solution
that actually forms the link between the curved
concrete and the glass.’
A cross between an ‘administrative vessel’
and a ‘citadel of knowledge,’ this spectacular
monolith of concrete and glass takes its name
from a quote by the humanist French writer
Rabelais, ‘I build only living stones – men,’ and
is therefore based on the idea of the tree of

knowledge. The bottom section, housing the
departmental archives (9,500 m2) comprising 60 km of records stored in concrete silos
featuring a controlled humidity and temperature
environment, forms the solid base of the trunk,
above which is the library (2,900 m2), designed
as a lighter and more porous structure to accommodate 300,000 books, and finally the
top section, with the sports department and its
offices (860 m2), represents the branches and
leaves. All three entities share various functions
at the heart of the building such as a 200-seat
amphitheatre, exhibition halls, meeting rooms,
multimedia spaces, administration offices as
well as the reception area and canopied main
entrance.
Printed circuit boards
Meticulous technical skills and a highprecision layout were required to create these
façades, which seem to extend as though made
of elastic. They are visually reminiscent of the
complex spirals of printed circuit board codes,
contrasted with the light and flexible appearance of the concrete elements.
The façades on the north (the base of the
fallen tree), east and west (the trunk of the tree)
consist of different vertical planes while the
other façades slope at 36 degrees, a challenge
for Reynaers, who delivered all the aluminium
joinery for the glass walls (apart from the brisesoleil). Indeed, the exterior of the building is
characterised by ribbed glass and contoured
surfaces that follow and accentuate the idea of
movement. These stile and rail façades comprise a hidden fastening system for the glazing
which was specially adapted by Reynaers for
this project. A further complexity was added by
the curvilinear movement of the façades, which
meant calendering the curtain wall components.
Architect Hof: ‘Bending the profiles in the vertical direction was relatively easy, but the parts
on the sloping façade definitely were a challenge for the Italian contractor. However, they
were thrilled to work on this solution. Certain
curves in the façade have in fact been made by
hand.’
By offering spacious interiors with spectacular visibility, Zaha Hadid has delivered Montpel-

25

6
Ribbed glass
and contoured
surfaces add
to the dynamic
appearance of
the building’s
exterior

The Façades are visually reminiscent
of the complex spirals of printed circuit
board codes
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‘A cross between an ‘administrative vessel’
and a ‘citadel of knowledge’
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lier a new architectural feat, the realisation of
which will once again have pushed the constructional boundaries in pursuit of spatial challenges.
The building is now ready for use, inaugurating
this new district of ‘Pierres Vives,’ in which housing, shops and public gardens are soon set to
spring up.
PIERRES VIVES
Architectural Design: Zaha Hadid
Project Architect: Stephane Hof
Local Architect (Execution Phase): Chabanne et Partenaires
Engineers: Ove Arup & Gec Ingenierie
Façade Engineer: Emmer Pfenninger Partner
Client: Conseil General de L’Hérault
Client Représentative: Hérault Aménagement
Contractor: Vinci Construction France, Sogea Sud group (agent),
Dumez Sud and GTM Sud
Fabricator: TOSONI LINO S.P.A., Villafranca di Verona, Italy
Used Reynaers systems: CW 70, bespoke solution based on CW 50-SC

project solution
 eynaers CW 70 bespoke solution based on CW 50
R
A visible width of 70 mm was requested for the aesthetic aspect
Top hung opening elements with structural sealed glazing: 180 kg
Max. glass weight: 350 kg
Max. glass weight with extra glass support: 800 kg
Max. glass thickness: 45 mm
Build in depth (depth of mullion / transom): 200 mm
Build in depth (depth of inclined transom): 420 mm
Roofing solution with positive and negative angle, bespoke transom and special glass support
For more information about this project, please visit us at
www.reynaers-solutions.com

Glass support
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Transom

Top hung window

Extra security clamp
Glass support

Vertical
section
CW 70
inclined
transom
1

Vertical
section CW 70
with vent
7

Hallway
4
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BLOEMHOF
groningen,
the Netherlands
Text: Kirsten
Hannema
Photography:
Wim Tholenaars,
René de Wit,
Jim Ernst

‘The intense
city’
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A

fter a period in which buildings
in the Netherlands were primarily constructed in outlying areas
outside cities, in the last few years the
focus has shifted to construction in urban
areas. 39% of the proposed construction at
urban locations that was built in the decade
between 1995 and 2005 (in this decade a
very large number of VINEX neighbourhoods,
named after the policy briefing released
in 1988 by the Dutch Ministry of Housing,
Spatial Planning and the Environment),
were built on the edges of cities. These days
almost all the construction activity consists
of ‘condensing’. The goal is to preserve the
green suburban areas and encourage the
middle class to live in the city.
‘The intense city,’ a residential-building
manifestation with a number of locations which
are condensing and systematically enriching
the Groningen city centre, is a typical example
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The Bloemhof
building is
situated on the
site of a former
water company’s
premises
2

of this spatial strategy in which ‘holes’ in the
urban fabric are being filled in. The Bloemhof project is part of this manifestation. The
building, containing 56 starter residences and
1450 m² of commercial space, is located on
the former water company property on the
Bloemensingel-street.
‘We’ve tried to work within the cacophony
of buildings which determine the context to
find a connection with the nearby transformer
station,’ says architect Marlies Rohmer. ‘By
keeping our block at a bit of a distance, we
respect the monument, while at the same time
we have used the ornamented brick façades to
achieve the same timeless effect.’ But Rohmer
very specifically did not want to recreate a
historic building. ‘I do believe that a building’s
construction period should be evident. The
different time periods are what make a city
interesting. That’s also why we chose aluminium frames, because they create a sleek and
modern appearance and contrast nicely with
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Entrance
1
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For Bloemhof, special brick façade elements
were designed with a relief pattern, evoking
the same feeling of lavishness as buildings
from the 19th and early 20th centuries

the rather coarse façade elements.
Maarten Schmitt, the urban developer
involved in the project, provided the theme ‘The
parochial space,’ referring to semi-public spaces
which are conceived as mediators between the
many high-density residences with limited private outdoor space and the city’s green public
spaces. As Rohmer explains, ‘We conceptualised
that theme as a square between the monument and the new construction, an entrance
area with a tree and a bench which functions as
a meeting point between the residents of the
building and those of the surrounding area.’
This square is further connected to the collective internal space around which the residences
are grouped. In addition, the entire glass plinth

ible column structure has been designed for the
ground floor on a pattern of 8.10-m construction width. The residences above have the same
generous proportions and can be otherwise laid
out as desired. All the rooms have been given a
generous ceiling height, allowing the building to
be easily used for working, living, and recreational purposes.
Rohmer emphasises that flexibility is not the
only thing that makes a building long-lasting. ‘In
architecture, we look for a specific quality and
a certain opulence, like you see in old buildings.
But we do it in a contemporary way. It used to
be that labour was cheap and materials were
expensive, and now it’s the other way around.’
For these reasons the architect likes to work
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the entire glass plinth of the building also
functions as an intermediary between the
building and the city

of the building, in which a large commercial
space has been constructed, also functions as
an intermediary between the building and the
city.
Anchoring the building in the city is an
important theme in Marlies Rohmer’s work.
One way to realise this is by designing a generic
structure which can be easily adapted to various functions over time. For this reason a flex-

with prefabricated materials which are often
developed specifically for a particular project.
For Bloemhof, special brick façade elements
were designed with a relief pattern, evoking the
same feeling of lavishness as buildings from the
19th and early 20th centuries.
The architect chose to work with the
Reynaers window system CS 38-SL because of
its particularly narrow profile which is bevelled
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1

1

The street
name Bloemsingel formed the
inspiration for
the project’s
name

Detail of the
façade with a
window from the
CS 38-SL series

on the outside. What’s unusual is that this
profile has been used throughout the building,
including on the entrance façade, which is 3.5
metres high. Rohmer says, ‘At first the measurements seemed too robust for working with
such a narrow profile. But the Reynaers project
advisor studied the stability and sturdiness, and
as a result we were able to achieve the slender
appearance that we wanted everywhere’.

3
The flexible column
structure of the
building is visible
through the large
windows on the
ground floor

Bloemhof
Architect: Architectenbureau Marlies Rohmer, Amsterdam
Client: Proper-Stok Ontwikkelaars General contractor: Friso
Bouwgroep, Sneek Fabricator: De Haan Westerhoff Geveltechniek
B.V. , Drachten Reynaers systems: CS 38-SL

project
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Tbilisi,
Georgia
Text: Kirsten
Hannema
Photography:
Architects of
Invention

Prosecutor’s
Office

Elegantly
stacked
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T

he Prosecutor’s Office in the
Georgian capital of Tbilisi, designed by the Georgian/British
bureau Architects of Invention, is just one
of the many striking architectural projects
which have been completed in the past few
years in this young country on the border
between Europe and Asia.
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Georgia is seeing the country’s biggest
construction boom in centuries. A completely
new architectural program – plus a governmental mission – has been launched by its
president Mikheil Saakashvili. It’s a way to give
a boost to the tourism industry – such as the
spectacular border checkpoint and airport in
Mestia, created by the German star architect
Jürgen Mayer H., to name one example. But it’s
also a way to create a new image of a modern,
self-conscious country. New infrastructural and
cultural buildings are being constructed and
also a number of new Houses of Justice have
been built recently or are under construction,
such as those in Mestia (also by Jürgen Mayer
H.), Ozurgeti, and Lasika (both by Architects of
Invention). Fuksas has designed a huge House
of Justice in Tbilisi and UNstudio has designed
the new International Airport in Kutaisi.
The Prosecutor’s Office is another remark-

able project at the north-western edge of the
city centre, close to the Tbilisi court building,
in surroundings that are primarily industrial.
The plot is situated on the edge of David the
Builder King Alley and has a parking area
behind it. ‘This is not the site to design a
contextual building – it could be placed anywhere,’ says architect Niko Japaridze, who
used to be a senior architect at OMA, Rem
Koolhaas’ bureau. ‘The client asked to design
a building which will strengthen the quality
of the surrounding architecture and will act
as a landmark at the entrance of the city.’
The front of the building is certainly
an eye-catcher, having been designed as a
severe black frame within which an ensemble of glass volumes appears to float. ‘The
frame represents the law and the clustered
“mirror” volumes inside it represent the
mirror of our society and the distillation of
law,’ Japaridze explains. ‘Each function is expressed in each particular box, while they are
connected through the stairs in the internal
street, also completely made from glass. The
core of the idea for the Prosecutor’s Office
is transparency. All functions are visible to
each other - externally and internally.’
The transparency of the building is further emphasised by the staircase (vertical

1

2

View of the roof
terrace

The window
system CS 77
was used in
the rear façade
which is clad
with aluminium
panels
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‘The core of the idea is transparency. All functions are
visible to each other – externally and internally’
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The transparency of the building is further emphasised
by the STAIRCASE connecting the glass front façade with
the much more closed rear façade
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3
The various
volumes are
connected
through the
staircase and
by means of
bridges
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1
View of the
internal
‘street’
with a large
skylight
above

street) connecting the glass front façade
with the much more closed rear façade. The
entrance, security check and lobby are all
on the ground floor. On the top floor are the
Prosecutor’s office, a meeting room, the
canteen, and a veranda for the personnel
located there. The roof terrace is used for
conferences and festivities.
In order to actually realise the concept
of a completely transparent building, it was
essential to make the right choices in terms
of materials and detailing. As Japaridze explains, ‘We used the Reynaers silicon façade
system CW 50-SG on the front side to have
clean glass boxes without frames. The same
system was used in the rear façade and side
elevations, to allow for window openings and

2
Conference
room

to hide frames in the aluminium panel system
of these façades.’
However, the architectonic image was not
the only thing that counted. ‘Energy saving
was also a main issue of the project,’ says the
architect, giving another reason for choosing the aluminium façade system. ‘Light is
penetrating the building all the way through,
and through the Reynaers façades. This gave
us the possibility to achieve this transparency
and make use of natural lighting. The internal
stairs are covered with a large skylight with
a specifically designed airflow system which
allows natural flow of air.’
Another clear choice was to position the
closed sides of the frame to the north and
south, preventing the interior from overheating and creating micro-climates in the exteri-

or, interior, atrium and courtyard. The architect
would have liked to clad the south façade with
solar panels. ‘But unfortunately the costs did
not match the budget,’ he says. ‘However, there
is still the possibility of replacing aluminium
panels with solar ones in the future.’
Tbilisi Prosecutor’s Office
Architect: Architects of Invention, Tbilisi (Niko Japaridze, Gogiko
Sakvarelidze, Ivane Ksnelashvili, Dato Canava, Eka Kankava,
Viliana Guliashvili, Nika Maisuradze, Elisso Sulakauri, David
Dolidze, Soso Eliava, Eka Rekhviashvili, PM Devi Kituashvili)
Investor: Ministry of Justice
Fabricator: LG Glass, General Manager Malkhaz Rostiashvili, Tbilisi
Reynaers systems: CW 50-SG, CS 77

8
The stacked
volumes form a
passageway at
ground level
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A confident
green step
forward

Sopharma
Litex
Towers
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Sofia,
bulgaria
Text: Ljubo Georgiev
Photography:
Kiril Konstantinov

T
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he Sopharma Litex Towers are
the first example of a large-scale
project with integrated urban planning in Sofia’s recent history. The project
is a milestone in the developing Bulgarian
construction market. In the words of Dimitar
Paskalev, the chief architect of the project,
close cooperation was sought with the municipality in order to integrate the project in
the best way possible in the existing urban
tissue while also keeping in mind future
plans for the area.
The buildings interact with their surroundings by means of the lower two levels housing
shops, restaurants and offices, the entrances
to the towers and the parking facilities. The
Towers also relate very successfully to the
larger scale of the city. Their location just
outside the city centre was chosen in order to
avoid increasing traffic in urban zones which
are already problematic. At the same time the
Towers are within walking distance of Sofia’s
metro, due to the investor’s ambition to establish Sopharma Litex Towers in Sofia’s urban
life in the most sustainable way possible. In
this way the Towers are a well-measured urban
gesture, which rather adds urban life to the
city fabric, than pulls it away from it.
Not only are the Sopharma Litex Towers
cleverly integrated into Sofia’s urban fabric,
they also utilise building technology which
would be innovative anywhere in the world.
The project was an experimental collaboration
between the investors (Sopharma and Litex),
the architect (Architectonika), the façade consultant (Dr. Helmut Koester and physicist eng.
Kiril Velkovsky), fabricator (Kristian Neiko 90)
and the façade system developer (Reynaers).

2
Located just
outside the
city centre, the
towers are within
walking distance
of Sofia’s metro
system
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the Towers are a well-measured urban gesture,
which rather adds urban life to the city fabric,
than pulls it away from it
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The towers have proven themselves as a very good
symbiosis between the architect’s high ambitions
and the technology provided by Reynaers

According to Kiril Velkovsky, the Towers proved
to be a very good symbiosis between the
architect’s ambition for a high-performance,
energy-efficient building and the technology
provided by Reynaers, which backed up and
strengthened the original design idea. For this
project, comprising 20,000 m² of façades, a
new façade system was developed, based on
the CW 86-EF element façade with CS 86-HI
windows, which could satisfy the requirements
of the investors for a low-energy footprint and
still result in an extremely flexible and comfortable building. This element façade – measuring
14,000 m² in total – is made with elements that
were preassembled and glazed in the workshop.
The building’s skin consists of a Reynaers
aluminium double-glazed, close cavity façade,
with RETROSolar blinds incorporated in the
cavity. The façade breathes, allowing humidity
to escape, but does not generate an airflow.
The outside layer of the façade is a single layer
of transparent glass. On the inner side of the
façade, a completely transparent layer of tempered double glass is used. No solar protective
layers were applied to the glass. Between the
inner and outer layer, the specially designed by
Köster blinds are placed.
The art of the design was made applying a
synergetic effect between the systems and the
construction of the towers, which step back
at the 16th, 19th and 22nd storeys. The façade
package provides optimised heat transmission
in every season. It has already proven to be
very suitable for Bulgaria’s continental climate.
Even in the cold winter of 2011-2012, the façade
made use of solar radiation to help heat the
interiors, says Dimitar Paskalev. The blinds,
combined with the Reynaers façade package,
successfully control UV rays, reflecting them
in the summer and using them to help heat
the building in the winter. The building’s energy
consumption last winter was valued at
70 kWh/m²/year. In milder seasons it has been
as low as 40 kWh/m²/year, while the average
energy consumption of an office building in
Bulgaria is 150-200 kWh/m²/year. The building
has been labelled class A.
The RETROSolar blinds, integrated in
Reynaers’ façade were a crucial element in
achieving not only high energy-efficiency, but
also a pleasant working environment.
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1
The tower has a
step-like form,
with steps
occurring at the
16th, 19th and
22nd storeys

3
A bespoke, double
skin façade solution
was developed for
the towers

They reflect daylight in such a way that the
interiors are lit by diffused natural light, which has
greatly reduced the use of artificial light during the
day. In addition, light reaches farther into the building’s interior (8-9 m instead of the usual 5-6 m),
providing more usable square metres.
The efficiency of the building’s climate control
is also reinforced by the use of a Building Management System (BMS), a network of computers, which
monitor and control all heat, light, energy and waste
processes. The concept, called ‘adaptive façade’,
comprises five working regimes. Because the build-

ings have their own meteorological station that
reports the changing climate conditions, the system can decide which of the possible scenarios
will be most effective. The façade solution was
extensively tested in the Reynaers Institute and
in CSTB in France.
This system makes it possible to adjust the
building’s behaviour individually in different
parts of the building, in relation to the outside
climate conditions and the use of the interior.
At the same time users have direct control over
the environment of their office in terms of light,
ventilation and heat. In the words of the architect
Paskalev this is one of the factors, which have
led to tenants’ and users’ great satisfaction with
the building.
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Interior view;
the RETROSolar
blinds are visible
between the
CS 86-HI profiles
4

Sopharma Litex Towers
Architect: Architectonika Ltd.- Dimitar Paskalev, Sofia
Client/Investor: Sopharma properties REIT; Litex Tower JSC
Contractor: Telecomplect JSC; Markan Ltd., Sofia
Façade consultant: Dr. Helmut Köster - Köster Lichtplanung,
Frankfurt
Fabricator: Kristian Neiko – 90 Ltd., Sofia
Reynaers systems: Double skin breathing element facade
bespoke solution based on CW 86-EF & CS 86-HI
For more information about this project, please visit us at
www.reynaers-solutions.com

Outside single
glazing façade
4

Inside double
glazing façade
44

Louvre
frame

CS 86-HI
Hidden
hinges

project solution
System:
Closed double skin breathing element façade with integrated sun
blinds: bespoke solution based on CW 86-EF and CS 86-HI, based
on French technology façades respirantes
To obtain improved thermal values, the double skin isn’t ventilated but a vapor pressure equilibration is created through openings covered with filters in the bottom of the frames, to avoid
unacceptable condensation of the single glass
AWW tests according to EN 13830:2003 in the Reynaers Institute,
including the static seismic tests according to AAMA 501.4-00
Determination of the condensation risk of the double façade following the French CSTB method

Elements:
Over 1400 elements
Combined elements of CW 86-EF with opening parts CS 86-HI
Integrated RETROSolar blinds between the inner and outer
façade, and a fixed louver system in front of the ventilation
windows (CS 86-HI)
Weights up to 1000 kg, main elements weigh 772 kg
Storey high elements: max. dimensions 2800 x 4400 mm
Special insulation panels with aluminium cladding on the outside
and air intake in front of the raised floor
* DGNB Deutsche Gesellschaft für Nachhaltiges Bauen

Energy-efficient solution:
Buildings have a yearly energy consumption about 60 kWh per
m²/year (average for such kind of buildings is 150-200 kWh/m²/
year)
German DGNB* certificate for sustainable construction
Thermal permeability coefficient of the entire construction:
1.15 W/m²K

Vertical
section A
2
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1. Thermal broken T profile
2. Glass frame
3. Glazing bead
4. Vision glass
5. Single glass
6. Screw fixation
7. Sunscreen
8. Concrete floor
9. Bracket
10. Insulation panel
1 1. Ventilated aluminium cladding

innovations

Safety solutions:

Fire-proofing and SMOKE & HEAT
evacuation system
In the event of a fire inside a building the
two top safety priorities are the evacuation
of the people trapped inside the building and
to prevent the fire from spreading inside or
outside the building. Reynaers’ fire-retardant
systems were specially designed to support
the firefighters in their work by extending the
fire-proofing time span of the systems.
The fire-resistant CW 50-FP façade system
and the CS 68-FP and CS 77-FP door systems
and glazed partition walls are all based on our
existing product lines with various enhancements and fire-rated glass. As a result there is

no visual difference between them.
The CW 50-FP is available in an EI 30 and
EI 60 version. EI 30 offers fire resistance of
30 minutes, obtained by inserting steel tubes
into the vertical profiles that support the
façade and by using fire-resistant swelling
gaskets. In the case of the EI 60 version, the
fire resistance is extended to 60 minutes by
also adding extra cooling material behind the
face caps. These measures avoid overheating
and collapsing of the façade and thus help
prevent fire from spreading to adjacent areas
and buildings.

CW 50-HI
flush roof vent
with -SE
7

54 These fire-resistant systems are all based
on our existing product lines with various
enhancements and fire-rated glass

CW 50-HI

Flush roof vent

Automated
closing point

Window
motor drive

3
CS 77-FP EI 30
door detail

CS 77-FP EI 60
glazed partition
wall detail
2

The CS 77-FP is based on the same principle.
It is available in an EI 30 version, in which a
cooling agent is present in the thermal insulation chamber, and an EI 60 version, in which
all chambers of the profiles are filled with
cooling material. The CS 77-FP is available
in various door configurations and as glazed
partition walls. The system is suitable for both
inside and outside applications.
Reynaers is currently developing an extension to the existing CS 77-FP programme. The
key extensions are larger element dimensions
and glass sizes, additional available profiles,
the integration of Vetrotech glazing, extensions
of the available accessories (locks/hinges) and
various technical and quality improvements.
CS 77-FP doors are also available in a panic
door solution with optional burglar resistance
WK II.
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Another ongoing development is the
CS 77-FP EI2 30 range for doors, which satisfies the safety regulations in place in most
countries. This is a more economical system
due to the fact that no cooling material is
required in the vent profile.
Lastly, the Smoke and Heat evacuation solutions (SHEVS) complete Reynaers' fire proof
product range. In the event of a fire inside a
building, the automatically operating devices
ensure effective smoke and heat evacuation
by means of a natural airflow, keeping escape
and rescue routes free of smoke, toxic gases
and heat. These solutions can be implemented
in window and door series Eco system, CS 59,
CS 68, CS 77 and CS 86-HI, the Attic Window
roof system and the CW 50 façade system.

innovations

Burglar Resistance
Aluminium joinery has inevitably an
elevated level of security because of the
strength of aluminium profiles. Moreover,
Reynaers offers many of their systems in a
burglar-proof version for optimum security.
The door and window systems CS 77
and CS 86-HI are both available in an
access-proof version (AP) in accordance
with WK 2 (anti-burglary class). Additional
security can be provided by extra glass protection: the glass can be glued directly to
the profile or the profile itself can be fitted
with a glass protection device. Special security door locks are available in four models: a cylinder-operated lock, a multipoint
lock with handle, an automatically operated
multipoint lock, and a motor-operated lock.
Certified hinges further enhance security.

Comfort solutions:
Ventalis acoustic

new An acoustic solution is now available
for Reynaers’ ventilation system
Ventalis, combining the system’s benefits
with increased acoustic insulation.
Ventalis is a self-regulating ventilation unit
that was introduced a few years ago. It
automatically varies the air flowthrough as
outside wind pressure increases or decreases. This way, an optimum indoor climate is
assured without compromising insulation
effectiveness and aesthetics.
The recently developed acoustic version is an additional unit mounted onto the
inside of the standard Ventalis solution. For
this purpose, extra spacers are added onto
the existing spacers of the standard unit.
The acoustic unit can then be clipped in two
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CS 77-AP single and double doors can
be fitted optionally with side and top lights
and different bottom solutions. A combination with a panic door system is also
possible.
Additionally, Reynaers recently
launched windows in the CS 77 and CS 86HI AP-series in accordance with RC 3, the
new European classification system Resistance Class, and doors will be added to the
line in 2013.

1

6

Burglar resistance is also tested
by simulated
attempts to break
in using specified
tools

Ventalis
acoustic

parts: upper and lower part. The unit is fitted with an acoustic damping material that
reduces noise infiltrating from the outside
while still allowing virtually the same amount
of airflow. This makes it ideal for use in
urban areas where windows are often kept
shut due to high levels of noise pollution.
The new Ventalis acoustic can be combined
with window systems CS 68, CS 77 and Eco
system, and with sliding elements CP 130
and CP 155-HI.
The Ventalis acoustic is not only available
for new installations on the above mentioned
systems but can also be retrofitted to the

CS 68 and CS 77 window systems when at
least the second frame profile is used.
CS 77 Verbundfenster (VF)
Driven by the challenges for thermal and
acoustical insulation, Reynaers developed
the CS 77 Verbundfenster. This coupled
window solution is based on the existing
three-chamber system CS 77 on the inside,
combined with an additional, single glazed
sash on the outside. The thickness of the
standard double glazing is maximum 31 mm
and the distance to the additional glass
pane is 59 mm allowing the integration of
a sunscreening system. Furthermore, this
single glazed sash can be seperately opened
for cleaning.
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CS 77-VF
4

Coupled windows are primarily
used in areas in which outstanding
soundproofing is required

The CS 77-VF was extensively tested
to achieve optimum performances for air-,
wind- and water tightness and acoustic
insulation(RW = 47 dB). In the rotatable test
lab ‘R-Cube’, the latest addition to the Reynaers test centre where constructions can
be exposed to different simulated climatic
conditions, condensation tests were run to
guarantee a high level of comfort.
Coupled windows are primarily used in
areas in which outstanding soundproofing
is required, making this an ideal solution for
urbanisation projects.

references

sèvres,
france
The primary objective of this one family house in
Sèvres in the Parisian suburbs was sustainability
through recyclable material certified with a
low environmental impact. This sustainability
is possible thanks to a combination between
the glazing and various high-performance
Reynaers systems, such as the insulating sliding
door system CP 50. Coupled with a simple yet
refined three-storey structure that is perfectly
integrated into the sloped plot, this building is
quite unique.
PRIVATE HOUSE IN SÈVRES
Architect: Colboc Franzen & Associés Architectes, Paris
Fabricator: Save Miroiterie, Lisses
Reynaers systems: CP 50, TS 57
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Cécile Septet
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Wenzel

references

Madrid,
Spain

In this brand new office
building, a grand atrium
welcomes visitors and
employees alike.

FERBOCAR
Architect: Estudio Touza Arquitectos, Madrid
General contractor: Construcciones Ferbocar, Madrid
Fabricator: Aluminios y Cerrajeria Miguel, Madrid
Reynaers systems: CW 50-HL, CS 77-FP (EI30), Eco system
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figueira dA Foz,
portugal
A highly functional building with a distinctive
yet welcoming design.

Ramos Catarino

Hospital emergency unit
Architect: Luís S. Neto Arquitecto e Associados, Coimbra
Investor: Hospital Distrital Da Figueira Da Foz, Epe
General contractor: Ramos Catarino SA, Coimbra
Fabricator: Metalcovo, Sever do Vouga
Reynaers systems: CW 50

Phuket ,
thailand
Set on the beachfront, all
units offer an uninterrupted
view of the sea on the southeastern coast of Phuket. This
remarkable project is due to
be completed in 2013.
eva beach resort
Architect: Oracle Architect, Phuket
Investor: EVA Group, Phuket
Fabricator: Bangkok Vinyl Profile Co. Ltd,
Nonthaburi
Reynaers systems: CP 96, CS 59Pa

Mr. Anatataworn
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Vinelz bei Biel,
Switzerland

Exposed concrete and lots
of glass characterise these
apartment buildings with a
stunning view of the lake.

cornemuse apartments
Architect: Hartmann & Schüpbach Architekten
GmbH, Nidau
Fabricator: Charles Sauter AG, Lyss
Reynaers systems: CP 155-LS, CS 77-HV

Stiegler
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Dubai,
United Arab
Emirates
This office building is made up
of cylindrical shapes.

Odesa,
Ukraine

References to the history of
architecture give this hotel
building a majestic quality.

Mohammed Najjar

AL GURG OFFICE TOWER
Architect: M. Al Shaikh Mubarak Architectural &
Engineering Consultants, Dubai
Contractor: Bin Belaila Contracting LLC, Dubai
Client: Mr. Faisal Abdullah Al Gurg
Fabricator: Aluplan Architect Aluminium
Company, Dubai
Reynaers systems: CW 50, CW 50-SC, CP 50,
Eco system

Korona Novoj Arkadii
Architect: Progress-story, Odesa
Fabricator: Progress-profil’, Odesa
Reynaers systems: CW 50, CS 68

Yan Volianskiy
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sofia,
bulgaria

A remarkable structure with
a cheerful stacked design.

Kiril Konstantinov

URBAN MODEL BUSINESS CENTRE
Architect: AEDES Studio - arch.Plamen
Bratkov, Sofia
Investor: Sofbuild & Co Ltd, Sofia
General contractor: Argogroup Exact Ltd,
Sofia
Fabricator: Muharski Ltd, Sofia
Reynaers systems: CW 50-SC with POW,
Eco system, CS 59 doors, CP 130-LS

Santo
Domingo,
Republica
Dominicana

Torre Caney
Architect: Jesús Rodríguez Sandoval,
Santo Domingo
General contractor: Compañía
Rodríguez Sandoval, Santo Domingo
Fabricator: Arboleda CxA,
Santo Domingo
Reynaers systems: CW 50, RB 10,
TS 57, CP 50

Mohammed
Pablo Rodríguez
Al Najjar

This luxurious tower
building contains 31
apartments, one per
floor, each with 853m²
of floor space.
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drachten,
netherlands
BCT Architecten designed the new regional fire station and
police headquarters for the northern provinces on an artificial
island close to the city of Drachten. The complex incorporates
a number of different functions: besides the command centre
and a forensic institute, it also houses a training centre with
two underground shooting ranges as well as sports and teaching
facilities. The most striking feature is the command centre.
The rectangular volume clad in aluminium rests on five concrete
columns and cantilevers towards the water. For this tilted
façade, Reynaers CW 60 was used.

REGIONAL FIRE STATION AND
POLICE CENTRE
Architect: BCT, Enschede
General contractor: Jorritsma Bouw
West BV, Drachten
Fabricator: De Haan Westerhoff
Geveltechniek, Drachten
Reynaers systems: CW 60, CS 68

Wim Tholenaars
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